
Ideas for artworks from Research and Development at The National Gallery, London
2022

Not on Display

Series of videos and photographs of the artists hidden by scarves in the gallery.  Highlighting what is

unseen including hidden labour, paintings not on display, content of the works that is not discussed on the

information panels nor in the guidebook and interesting sensations or experiences in the gallery that are

not part of the collection such as the air vents and the sensation of the cool air blowing up from the floor.
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Immersive experience for Element paintings

An audio soundtrack to accompany the four ‘Element’ paintings by Joachim Beuckelaer along with smells

and touch sensations.  The four paintings depict women working on market stalls.  Birds for Air, vegetables

and fruits for Earth, fish for Water and cooking for Fire.  The paintings are displayed in a small hexagonal

room.  Using all the beholders’ senses to make experiencing the paintings immersive.

Birth trays

Birth trays were used to bring a birthing woman sweetmeats and treats during the birth.  The two birth

trays that are on display in the gallery depict violent stories of abduction.  Ideas include, making a birth tray,

having a birth tray full of things for the viewer to choose from - maybe prompts for experiencing the

artworks, listening to birth sounds whilst looking at the birth trays.
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Listening to the paintings
Either collaborating with a professional medium who can speak to the paintings and hear their stories or

we meditate and channel the paintings ourselves.

Talking paintings

Artists make audio recordings as if the paintings are speaking and commenting on what they see in the

gallery in front of them.

Instructions to visitors - game, text, written prompts

How can we present work at the gallery, interacting with the audience and enhance or affect their

experience without explicit permission from the gallery?  Making a game such as The Milky Way, handing

out written instructions or prompts, making a treasure hunt, texting instructions.
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Flash mob convening in front of the Frederic Leighton painting ‘Cimabue's Celebrated Madonna is
Carried in Procession through the Streets of Florence’

An organised group wearing blue, violet, green and gold costumes mill around the gallery and then come

together at an allotted time in front of the Leighton painting to move silently through the space before

dispersing.  It is caught on camera either with video or stills.

Embodying paintings

Photos of the artists, posing as characters in the paintings or embodying the paintings in some way.

Songs to view art by

Create a playlist of music for beholders to listen to while they behold the art.  Ask well known artists to

contribute to the playlist.  Our senses are heightened by the music. Different styles of music evoke

different experiences.
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Audio of a conversation about a painting

Record a conversation about a painting rather than a factual audio description of a painting.  Invite

beholders who can’t access experiencing the painting visually, to join in the conversation.
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Private View

Invite a breastfeeding mother to have a private view of The Milky Way.  She is attended by a group of

experts, an art historian, a masseuse, a private chef to give her a ‘pampering’ experience.

Pageant of moving artworks - hidden labour, invisible activity

We were told by a gallery assistant about how paintings are moved within the gallery. It usually happens in

the early mornings before opening. There are colour coded trolleys for different sized artworks. We

imagined creating a procession, mimicking Leighton’s painting of the imagined Procession of Cimabue’s

(misattributed) Madonna, in which we would dress up and play music as a painting was moved from one

room to another, or from conservation back to Display, or vice versa.

The Royal Collections: moving the Leighton painting in 2016
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Who do we worship - the Painting? The Artist? Or the Madonna?
And why?

The gallery holds the paintings themselves as sacred objects: obsessing over their care, handling them with

white gloves and careful documentation. Preserving at all costs. The Provenance is critical.

Leighton painted Cimabue by way of claiming his place in the history of artistic (male) genius.

But he painted a procession that purportedly celebrates the painting, not the painter - and indeed, not even

the painting, but the Holy Mother that it represents. Leighton worshipped his hero: the genius Artist.

In Manchester, the Italian Catholics have been holding annual Madonna Processions since 1890 or

thereabouts.

There are many places where the Madonna procession is still active.

Madonna as an ancient protector and Goddess of Stars and Water.

Cimabue lives at the edge between the end of the era of icons, replicated by artists unnamed, for religious

purpose, and the beginning of the era of the lone genius creator who becomes the focus of the

hero-worship in the Renaissance.

Leighton took the writings of Vasari who made the attribution error: it was not Cimabue who made this

Madonna, but Duccio. Leighton’s claim to the lineage is mistaken. At the time of the Madonna painting,

perhaps it mattered less who made it.
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